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Magical  Moments
nforgettable weddings are made at Sofitel Abu Dhabi Corniche. A magnificent location in
Abu Dhabi, one of the most prestigious neighbourhoods. A choice of elegant event spaces
that can transform from an intimate reception venue to a grand wedding setting. Our
experienced events team makes your dream day go exactly as you always imagined.
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Beautiful Spaces
he Crystal Ballroom unites timeless French elegance and

 romance with the heritage and luxury of the United Arab Emirates.
It features a private entrance, with a space of 780 meters and 

6 meters high, fitted with the latest technology and ample space
 for over 500 guests, with its unique Swarovski chandeliers. 
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Dreamy Weddings
t Sofitel Abu Dhabi Corniche, we focus our attention on the smallest details of

luxury and comfort to make sure we are providing you with the best service and
to make every moment of your wedding special. 
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Wedding cake

One night stay at our prestige suite for bride and groom inclusive of 

Spacious preparation room next to the main ballroom for bride usage 

Complimentary access at our Club Millésime Executive Lounge 

Continental breakfast for bride and groom

Wedding menu dinner for bride and groom on the same day after wedding

Exclusive room rate for wedding guests during the celebration to view 

Complimentary valet parking service for all invitees

Ballroom hire and privatization on the day of the event

Microphone and basic sound system

Built-in Screens and LCD Projector

Dance floor and Red Carpet upon request

Discount at Forbice Salon for bride and wedding invitees

      honeymoon set up and amenities (minimum of 100 pax)

      and preparations on same day

      during the stay

      our rooms and suites

Enjoy Our Wedding Packages!
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